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Notes from the negotiations between Emory University’s Student Re-visioning 
Committee (SRC) and James Wagner, Robin Forman and Gary Hauk in the Candler 
Library conference room on December 7, 2012
 
About this document: 
This document uses notes diligently typed by faculty observer Noëlle McAfee and taken 
longhand by SRC team members during Friday’s negotiations. Those notes were merged and 
that text was then reviewed, amended, edited, and finally approved both by each member of the 
SRC team and by the faculty observers. While not a transcript, we in the SRC and the faculty 
observers are confident that this document accurately represents the most essential exchanges 
between all participants. We also emphasize that the importance of this document owes to the 
administration's refusal to allow the negotiations to either be electronically recorded or to have 
the media present. 
 
SRC Negotiation Team:
Pat Blanchfield, Sixth-Year Graduate Student in Comparative Literature
Katherine Bryant, Fourth-Year Graduate Student in Neuroscience
Luke Donahue, Sixth-Year Graduate Student in Comparative Literature
Navyug Gill, Sixth-Year Graduate Student in History
David Mullins, Undergraduate Junior in Comparative Literature
Mael Vizcarra, Third-Year Graduate Student in the ILA
Andrew Zonderman, Second-Year Graduate Student in History
 
Faculty Observers:
Jason Francisco, Associate Professor in Visual Arts
Anna Grimshaw, Professor in the ILA
Noëlle McAfee, Associate Professor in Philosophy
 
The meeting began at 5:00pm and ended at 6:05pm 
 
Mael Vizcarra: [After introductions around the table]:  We have a few things we would like to 
say to start.
 
Pat Blanchfield: Hello. [Begins prepared statement]. We are looking forward to educating 
you about the SRC and to fostering a deeper understanding of how we arrived at this current 
point of crisis on campus. We are called the SRC – which stands for Student Re-Visioning 
Committee – because we have different vision of this university. We are a coalition of students 
and concerned Emory community members who began organizing immediately following the 
announcements on September 14th. Our organization is Emory-driven, Emory-focused, and 
Emory-led, and operates according to strict democratic principles. We have been having plenary 
meetings every week since Dean Forman's announcement, with multiple weekly subcommittee 
meetings. Four hundred people subscribe to our listserv for regular updates. Our protest 
actions, which began in September, have involved over seven hundred participants. SRC 
representatives confronted you, President Wagner, at the State of the University, this October, 
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and a delegation of SRC members hand-delivered a letter of demands and questions to you, 
Dean Forman, and Gary Hauk as President Wagner’s representatives in early November. That 
document was also published as an open letter in the Wheel. We have maintained a consistent 
presence at Wonderful Wednesday and other campus events.
 
We are grassroots and extensively networked. Between Facebook, the blog, and Twitter, our 
social media reach is over 255,000 people, with 96,000 hits on our Facebook page in the past 
week alone. This impact spans not just Emory students, faculty, and staff, but also alumni, 
potential applicants, peers at other institutions, Atlanta community members and university 
donors. As a trending topic, #emorycuts has experienced a 270% viral growth since the 4th.
 
We have strong ties to regular media as well. Over the past three months, stories about the 
crisis at Emory have received prominent coverage on Atlanta outlets including the AJC, WABE/
GPB, Fox 5 Atlanta, WSB-TV, CBS Atlanta, Creative Loafing, 106.7FM, WRFG, and Arts ATL.
 
On the national scene, coverage of events at Emory has been syndicated across the AP 
Newswire, NPR/American Public Media, and the Cox Media Groups. Critical coverage has 
appeared in the Chronicle of Higher Education, Arts and Education, in university papers through 
the South and Northeast, and in the UK’s Guardian. The assessment of these events in UVA’s 
Cavalier Daily, which knows a thing or two about crises in leadership that become national 
scandals, is particularly trenchant. Our conservative estimate based upon analytic data mining 
is that these stories have together reached an audience of 1.9 million people. The robust 
dissent you are experiencing on campus and beyond speaks directly to the rightness of our 
cause.
 
Andrew Zonderman: The Student Re-Visioning Committee believes that the procedures 
leading to the cuts, as well as the cuts themselves as proposed in the September 14th letters 
by the deans, were a violation both of the spirit and letter of the university’s bylaws and the 
American Association of University Professors’ guidelines, of which Emory is a member 
institution, as well as a violation of the spirit of respect between faculty, staff, and students 
articulated in the Emory University Mission and of the spirit of transparency.
 
James Wagner: (interjects):  As a point of clarification, Emory is not a member of the AAUP.
 
Andrew: The SRC believes that this is one of the leading institutions of higher education in the 
world not because of its nice buildings, or lovely Southern weather, or great equipment, but 
because of the curiosity, dynamism, expertise, and energy of the Emory community. The SRC 
is disappointed that the administration did not tap these resources in formulating a vision of 
Emory’s future. 
 
Navyug Gill: The first thing to recognize is that the current situation simply cannot continue. 
What the mobilization led by the SRC has shown is that doing nothing is not an option. In the 
course of the past months, three things have become clear: (1) There are deep flaws in the 
way in which these cuts were determined, the process; (2) There are deeper flaws in the ideas 
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behind these cuts, the principles; and (3) There is need and hope for a more robust and creative 
re-visioning of our university. To be clear, this [particular meeting] is not a space for further 
clarification. We do not need more information. We are well aware of the details and well aware 
of what is at stake. Instead, this is the way to move – not simply and narrowly forward – but 
forward in a different direction. In other words, this space is a valuable first step in substantive 
and good-faith negotiations.  
 
With that in mind, let me reiterate our demands: 1. Reverse the cuts. 2. Formal and meaningful 
student and faculty participation in all decision-making bodies. 3. Full disclosure and 
investigation in the cuts proceedings. The first demand is our clearest and most urgent, and 
therefore the most important. I want to emphasize, however, that the other two demands 
demonstrate that we are not simply rejectionists or for the status quo. The third demand is an 
attempt to transform this whole ordeal into a learning opportunity, while the second demand 
offers a way to actually be innovative and creative, to produce a new relationship between 
students, faculty, and staff. This is a chance to create a genuinely participatory and democratic 
university. We would now like to know where you stand on our demands.
 
James Wagner: I am pleased that the students want more information.  
 
Navyug Gill: Excuse me, but this meeting is not about more information. We are explicit that 
the issue is not one of data but of demands. 
 
James Wagner: Exchange of information is important because there are, in fact, some things 
that have not been disclosed. You said there were flaws in the process and flaws in the 
principles. Let me be clear about two of those principles, two principles of Emory University. The 
first principle is that Emory will advance by focusing, by focused distinctions. That’s a genuine 
principle, a fundamental. We will not raise all boats.
 
David Mullins: The information that you are giving us has been heard many times. What has 
not yet adequately been heard are students’ voices.
 
James Wagner: I don’t appreciate being interrupted. I am trying to answer questions and I feel 
that I’m being interrupted. I listened while you read your prepared statements.
 
(Mael Vizcarra reassures him that he should proceed without worry of interruption.)
 
James Wagner: One of Emory’s principles is to advance by distinction. The second is that the 
abundance we enjoy is in the resources that are already here. Emory’s success will occur by 
way of resources already here. We must use existing resources to invest in areas of distinction.  
Investing requires finding resources that are already here. Regarding reversing the cuts, I want 
to ask Dean Forman to do a quick review of the process.
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Robin Forman:  Why are we not using the agenda you sent, Jim? (Back and forth) I thought 
that we had agreed on an agenda, but okay, as far as I’m concerned what happened at 
Tuesday’s meeting was hearsay. (Back and forth).
 
Pat Blanchfield: It is indeed unfortunate that you rejected our request to record that meeting, 
because then we’d have an objective record of the proceedings, and also for this, too - 
 
Robin Forman: (cuts him off) President Wagner asked me to go through basics. I’m going to do 
this really quickly. (Some discord here about disparities of power.) Until 2008 the University was 
growing and the assumption was that it would be growth forever, that there would be unlimited 
growth. There were some under-resourced areas, but we assumed that they too would grow. 
In 2008 resource growth came to a halt. At that point my predecessor convened a committee.  
Here are the bylaws endorsed by the Emory College faculty. [Dean Forman reads from the 
bylaws concerning the responsibilities of the faculty Governance Committee]. So you can see 
that the GovCom represents the Emory College faculty, and the GovCom may consider and 
take positions regarding curriculum. I remind you that these bylaws were endorsed by the 
Emory College faculty as a whole. The bylaws are exactly the process that we followed.
 
Pat Blanchfield:  Do the bylaws say that subcommittees of GovCom are not subject to 
oversight or reporting?
 
Robin Forman:  No, they do not.  But that there was no reporting at all, I disagree with this 
claim.
 
Navyug Gill: Our most urgent priority is, in fact, to attend to the discontent on campus. It is 
clear that there is widespread opposition among students and faculty. What do we make of 
it? Now, either they are all wrong or have false consciousness, or there is something else that 
is being ignored. What this shows is two things: One, that faculty participation was flawed: 
departments and their chairs were not adequately consulted, the legitimacy of CFAC is widely 
disputed, and the proper sharing of information and power was not followed. Two, where there 
is no question, no doubt at all, is that student participation was non-existent. In other words, 
the most critical constituency of a university was not part of the process whatsoever. This is a 
problem, and we need to decide what to do about it.  
 
(Heated exchange with interruptions and visible frustration)
 
Gary Hauk (disparagingly, to Wagner and Forman): So they came here to educate us, hmm?
 
(Mael Vizcarra calms everyone down.)
 
Navyug Gill: To return to the question at hand, there is a sharp difference between what Mr. 
Forman and Mr. Wagner have just said. Mr. Forman mentioned the resources in the context 
of the 2008 recession and the need to reallocate monetary funds, while Mr. Wagner described 
resources as what we already have here on campus. What we have to realize is that with these 
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cuts, we are actually going to lose an immense amount of these resources: the diversity of the 
students who will not apply to graduate programs and undergraduate majors, the over 40 faculty 
and staff who will lose their jobs, the foreclosing of the scope and breadth of the university itself. 
As to Mr. Wagner’s first point, the phrase “raising all boats” is old 1980s jargon and not useful in 
trying to understand the role of the university.   
 
James Wagner: (interrupting): That’s why we reject it!  It’s outmoded!
 
Navyug Gill: Right, it is outmoded, so let’s not use it. Instead, we have to understand that the 
university is a unique place. It is not the market or a corporation and it not the welfare state. 
How are we to understand this university  - that’s the task of re-visioning…
 
Robin Forman (expressing frustration): You’ve raised so many points it’s hard for me to 
respond. I apologize for my frustration. (Insistently) But the idea that students haven’t had a 
chance to express your views is ridiculous. These are difficult decisions, and let me tell you, 
everything represents a loss. Every community at Emory has a passionate constituency, we 
recognize that. Cutting programs and departments represents a loss, but continuing them 
represents a loss, too. But the fact that there was this much discontent does not mean that 
people disagree with the decisions, or that they think there was a flaw in the process. I think 
that’s a logical fallacy. There’s not a university in the country that’s that’s gone through this 
that does not result in something that feels like this. The last point about student involvement 
is important.  In tenure and promotion processes, students do not take part, following AAUP 
and faculty guidelines. Students aren’t involved. But we try to assess impact on students. 
Student input is in fact present through the “inputs” present in the data we collect: the numbers 
of graduate students a faculty member works with and the success of those graduate students, 
course evaluation data and course enrollments. Actually, there’s a lot of student data on every 
faculty member. We aggregated all of that for the departments.
 
Noëlle McAfee: I want to clarify that AAUP guidelines do not at all preclude student 
involvement.
 
Katherine Bryant: We are talking about the impact of these decisions and the level of 
discontent on campus as a result. First, I challenge you to find an example [of institutional 
change in an academic setting] that has had as much impact. The only other example would be 
the response of the UVA community to the attempt to fire UVA President Theresa Sullivan, and 
we know how that turned out [in reference to the reinstatement of President Sullivan following 
attempted firing by the Board of Visitors]. Second, you are trying to dismiss, or minimize, the 
magnitude of dissent on this campus - and that’s highly disrespectful.  
 
Robin Forman: There are in fact some things that your group has done well, things that have 
been impressive, for example the media coverage you’ve gotten…But you should understand 
that the majority of the faculty support these decisions. Actually, they’re not as visible as they 
might be because they feel uncomfortable speaking up. Your group in fact has helped to create 
a climate [of intimidation] in which those who support the decisions don’t want to speak publicly. 
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In my email inbox, the numbers of emails I receive in support of the decisions greatly outnumber 
the expressions of dissent.
 
James Wagner: It’s the same in my inbox. Let me show you one email I received from a 
student/faculty who supports these cuts [begins using smartphone to access inbox to show said 
email].
 
Navyug Gill: We need not get into showing inboxes; we have scores of our own emails, and 
this kind of thing won’t get us anywhere. Again, to return to the issue, that is why our second 
demand is meaningful and formal student participation on all decision-making bodies - not 
token inputs that filter their way upwards. Simply put, it is not for you [Dean Forman] and a 
compromised group like CFAC to decide the future of the university.
 
Robin Forman: I agree completely. We have even more decisions to make about the future 
of the university. You saw the piece in the Wheel. It is up to the College Council to decide how 
student involvement will look.
 
Pat Blanchfield: The fact is that the process and the events of the past three months have 
tainted the university. Listen: I love this university. I turned down a half dozen other offers to 
come here, as have many of us at this table, and I am heartbroken by this situation. That wound 
needs to be addressed! Any meaningful change would call for a freeze to the cuts in order to 
begin a real process of healing.
 
Jason Francisco: I think that for the moment we can table the GovCom discussion, though 
there’s much more to be said about it. And anecdotal evidence from email inboxes is also 
something we can put aside for now. The bottom line is that the proposed cuts simply don’t 
have sufficient buy-in from the faculty and students, and the media coverage is increasing 
everyone’s awareness of that. (Interrupted by Dean Forman). You are implementing a vision, 
but you haven’t developed anything close to consensus or sufficient buy-in.
 
James Wagner: One of the letters I got from a thought leader at Emory stated just the opposite.
 
Student: What is a “thought leader?”
 
James Wagner: You’re asking what a thought leader is?
 
Student: A “thought leader”? What kind of term is that? 
 
James Wagner: (patronizingly): A thought leader is a leader of thought.
 
Jason Francisco: Many believe that your credibility and your effectiveness as leaders have 
been significantly compromised by this situation. I want to ask you simply: do you believe that 
your credibility and effectiveness have been impeded by the extent of the discontent? Are 
you comfortable with the size of the constituency on campus and beyond that do not feel the 
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process was right?
 
James Wagner: At this point I am. I got a letter from a minority of the AAUP members.... What 
is the membership of AAUP anyway? Twenty-five? [Wagner describes one or more letters he 
received.]
 
Noëlle McAfee: AAUP membership is over 60. Before September 14th it was at 14.
 
Katherine Bryant: I think a clarification is in order. AAUP membership has quadrupled since 
the beginning of the semester. This is a significant change - it shouldn’t be ignored.
 
Robin Forman: It’s to be expected that we would see increased interest in faculty governance 
after changes like this.
 
Luke Donahue: I’m curious, when cutting visual arts did you talk to the world-renowned 
aestheticians on campus, to the world-renowned philosophers of aesthetics? Did you ask the 
philosophers of aesthetics about the intellectual implications of not having a department that 
produces, reproduces, and performs aesthetic work? My sense is you did not. Did you talk to 
scholars of interdisciplinarity when you cut the ILA?  
 
Robin Forman: There are multiple misunderstandings in your question. About Visual Arts, did 
we consult? Yes.
 
Jason Francisco: Not with me. [The reference is to Francisco’s service as chair of the Visual 
Arts department, and to the fact that he is the only tenured faculty member in that department at 
Emory].
 
Robin Forman: Jason, you had written extensively, many pages, that the department is in an 
unstable place. If I can characterize your perspective, you gave three options: the worst case 
was to keep it as it is. The second option was to close the department, and the third was to 
rebuild and reinvest. I understand that you were not arguing for closing your department, but 
you yourself claimed that your department was not working, and we too are saying that the 
department should not stay the same. Our conclusion was that the department couldn’t work 
without significant investment. Further, as we have been taking pains to make clear to students, 
the Visual Arts department is not necessary for Visual Arts instruction. Leslie Taylor, the head of 
the Center for Creativity and Arts, has been actively engaged in trying to find a way to continue 
to offer visual arts courses. 
 
Anna Grimshaw: To get back to the community of students, I want to make a simple point, 
which is that the future of this university is the students around this table. These students are 
the future of the academy. The students here are your best resource!
 
Robin Forman: I agree. I must say that I expected a very different meeting, and I apologize 
for being caught off guard…I have been using my regular meetings with the department chairs 
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to ask for help in structuring a conversation with the faculty for the revisioning of Emory. When 
we think about the future of the university, how do we structure conversations about the future? 
I would very much like to include students in that conversation--perhaps not members of this 
committee, but students.
 
Pat Blanchfield: That future will come organically and naturally from the moment we have now.  
You as our administrators are squandering this opportunity. We look to our leaders for an ability 
to admit mistakes, to admit that perhaps things have gone wrong, and to take steps to correct 
those wrongs. That is precisely what we find inspirational in our leaders. The first step would be 
to reverse the cuts.
 
James Wagner: Let’s assume that the cuts won’t be reversed.  These decisions were endorsed 
by the upper administration, extensively discussed by the Board of Trustees at several meetings 
and by a separate executive council of the Board. Are all these people missing something? 
No. So as to demand number one, the answer is no. As to number two, formal and meaningful 
student engagement, yes.  
 
Navyug Gill: Excuse me, but it’s not just “engagement,” rather meaningful and formal 
participation, and on all decision-making bodies.
 
James Wagner: There aren’t many decision-making bodies. So to student engagement, yes.  
On the third point, full disclosure of the process... that one I think falls in the middle. I think we 
want appropriate disclosure. You said, Navyug, that you favor a democratic university. I don’t 
know of one. You’d probably need a different president for that.
 
Navyug Gill: Don’t sell yourself short! This is where Emory can be truly innovative...
 
James Wagner: At the end of the day, the way the university governance is set up, it’s my 
head, or the dean’s head. I’ve discussed this before, but I’m not into pure democracy, rather a 
representative way of governing, a republic. Ultimately it’s a representative process that advises 
decision-making.
 
Andrew Zonderman: The decisions announced have vision by their very nature of selecting 
where to invest, but we have a half vision of Emory’s future, not a full vision. There are 
important committees, like the  [Provost’s] Commission on the Liberal Arts that haven’t 
announced and the results could contradict this vision [inherent in these cuts]. What trust can 
we have in the future and the impact of our input in these future decisions?
 
Robin Forman: The vision has been evolving since my arrival, and prior to it. The original intent 
was that much of that vision would be filled out after that announcement. We would make the 
changes first, and the vision would follow. In large part because of your committee, we haven’t 
been able to do that. Take the president’s address [referring to the recent State of the University 
address]. Your group came and asked all the questions - [looks at Wagner] well, perhaps it’s 
unfair to say every question - at that session. Every question was about the past.
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Pat Blanchfield: A vision has to have an interface with reality. Part of what makes visions 
visionary is that people buy into them. We’re drawn to the fact that you want to give us visions.  
But on the ground we’re struggling.
 
Robin Forman: My last State of the College address--the one that’s now notorious--gave a very 
clear vision. I got emails from many faculty thanking me.
 
Mael Vizcarra:  We are on the ground talking to our fellow students. The vast majority of them 
do not agree with the decisions. You [Dean Forman] do not have the same opportunities to 
engage with students; it may be hard for you to know that.
 
Robin Forman: I agree that I don’t have as much contact with students as I do with faculty. But 
I’ve realized from the beginning that people wouldn’t accept this in the first week. I’ve met with 
dozens of groups and I haven’t turned down an invitation to talk one-on-one. I knew this process 
would take a long time. They just don’t get it yet.
 
Luke Donahue: We came with three demands. Can we take a few minutes to confer among 
ourselves?
 
James Wagner: The hour is almost up.  
 
Navyug Gill: You say you haven’t enjoyed this process and were at pains to make these 
decisions. Well, none of us want to be in this predicament either. We don’t relish being here 
on a Friday night. We thought this semester would be one focused on dissertation chapters, 
coursework, labs, exams and teaching. We all have our own work to do, yet because of the 
widespread opposition to these cuts, we have been thrust into this position. And those of us 
here at this table, this group, are only the tip of an iceberg of discontent.
 
Robin Forman: I can see you’re serious students. You’re the kind of students I want to talk to.
 
Navyug Gill: Back to the demands, what you have to understand is that the second and 
third demands emerge organically from the first. We simply cannot move forward in the same 
direction without marking this moment, without recognizing the problems with these cuts and 
then moving in a different direction. Participation and disclosure don’t make much sense if the 
cuts themselves are not reversed. 
 
Robin Forman: I partially agree with that.
 
James Wagner (emphatically, referring to future decisions to be made): Oh and there’s a lot 
more of this to come.
 
Robin Forman: These decisions will not be reversed. I’ve been hearing from numerous faculty 
in support of our decision. They are not as vocal, in no small part because they have been 
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intimidated by people representing themselves as members of the SRC. You have produced an 
atmosphere on campus that --
 
(Considerable heated crosstalk.  Mael calms everyone down again).
 
Pat Blanchfield: Look. Consider the possibility of what could happen here in a good sense, 
if you reverse these cuts. This community is mature enough to be included in those decisions 
at practically every level. The strident dissent you have encountered speaks to that untapped 
energy and desire to contribute. Imagine the potential for courageous leadership here that you 
have before you.
 
James Wagner: I would have to challenge the notion of the wisdom of the collective. For 
example, we had the case of undergraduate business students who want to enroll directly in the 
business school and do not want to take two years of humanities and social science courses.  
Formal and meaningful student input is important, but it is not everything.
 
David Mullins: I’d like to say that, in the last election I was a community organizer for the 
Obama campaign.
 
Robin Forman: Wonderful, and congratulations!
 
David Mullins: Thank you, but let me tell you that organizing against these cuts is way 
easier than organizing for Obama. I don’t have to convince students to join us, there’s no real 
convincing to do. Student outrage is widespread and legitimate. Let me ask you: what level of 
discontent would it take for you to reconsider your decisions?
 
Robin Forman: I don’t know how to answer that. What “level” would it take? In terms of data?  
How could I measure that? That’s simply not a meaningful question to me. Listen, I’ve often 
reconsidered things in my two years here, and I have revisited many decisions…I don’t find 
this to be a productive avenue of discussion. This idea of formal and meaningful participation in 
decision making is a faculty province. In tenure and promotion committees, there is no student 
participation, and to my knowledge, AAUP does not recommend that there should be. We are 
following AAUP guidelines on this.
 
Noëlle McAfee: I want to clarify that AAUP and faculty guidelines don’t preclude student 
involvement.
 
Mael Vizcarra: Could we take a few minutes to speak among ourselves? We want to be 
respectful of your time, but we’d like to confer among ourselves.
 
James Wagner: Okay. [Turning to Gary Hauk and Robin Forman] Why don’t we step outside?
 
(Wagner, Forman and Hauk stand up to leave the room, as do Jason Francisco, Anna 
Grimshaw and Noëlle McAfee.)  
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James Wagner (to Noëlle McAfee): You’re stepping out, too?
 
Noëlle McAfee: We came as faculty observers.
 
(Short break during which students confer, then the faculty and administrators re-enter)
 
Navyug Gill: This was an important first step, we appreciate these negotiations, but it is clear to 
us that we do not have an agreement and that more work needs to be done to convince you of 
the merits of our position. 
 
Andrew Zonderman: This is an urgent issue. The semester is coming to end. We are therefore 
asking when are we meeting next?
 
Robin Forman: What will the agenda of the next meeting be?
 
Mael Vizcarra: What concrete steps are we going to take...
 
James Wagner: We all agree that the future of the university is important, and there are new 
avenues for student engagement. I suggest you take your concerns to the College Council. I 
must say that I spoke with a group of students earlier today who were not like the students in 
this group, though I do recognize your sincerity and engagement.
 
Robin Forman: There are gaps between us, and frankly, there are some gaps you can’t bridge.
 
Luke Donahue: Don’t just tell us that we can agree to disagree--we disagree that we can agree 
to disagree.
 
Robin Forman (dismissively): Okay so we’ll disagree to disagree. What I heard on the cell 
phone was for more specifics. There’s no point in meeting if the agenda cannot be achieved.  
The fact is that the cuts have been reviewed and approved by the GovCom and by the Board. I 
see no need for a future meeting.
 
Mael Vizcarra (aside): President Wagner, what are your thoughts on this?
 
Noëlle McAfee: I want to note here that the Laney Graduate School Executive Council has sent 
a letter stating that it has never been consulted, and it does not agree with the cuts.  
 
Robin Forman: That is a separate issue.  
 
James Wagner: I’ve been disappointed in the level of conversation at this meeting, and it gives 
me pessimism about a future meeting. In fact, this meeting has persuaded me that it’s time to 
put our energy in a different direction moving forward. I’m sorry to say this, but that’s how I see 
it.
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Navyug Gill: We take that to mean that we have more work to do to persuade you otherwise.
 
END OF MEETING
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